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Features

•  Precision routed logos and letters for indoor  
or outdoor applications

• Available in as few as 10 days

• Character size ranges from 12" to 36" tall

• Return depth of 1½" to 4"

•  Removable clear or light di�used  
Lexan back panel allows  
easy access

RADIANCE ™

Fabricated Acrylic Letters
Gemini is known for manufacturing the finest dimensional letters. Fabricated acrylic letters 

are our latest contribution to serving your growth in an evolving industry. This new LED lit 

product further expands our formed GemLite letter look by allowing not only 

illumination of the face, but also the full returns.  Fabricated Acrylic Letters and Logos 

feature crisp sharp edges, depths from 1-1/2” to 4”, and sizes from 12” - 36” high to 

help communicate yet a higher degree of lighting sophistication.

Fabricated from light di�used cast acrylic, these letters are designed to evenly di�use 

the LED light throughout the face and returns.  Faces are constructed with 3/16” 

(4.5mm) thick translucent acrylic, available in seven colors.  Letter returns are made 

with 1/8” (3mm) thick acrylic.  Components are precision routed to your specifications, 

fabricated with hand bu�ed edges, populated with LEDs, then UL approved.

Handcrafted in North America,  
available in days
  Sharp, defined edges deliver  

a refined style

  UL-listed LED illumination of  
face and returns di�use light consistently

  Ideal for medium- to large-sized  
illuminated custom logos and letters

 Shallow depth letters can be used as stand 
alone or incorporated into a light box

  Precisely cut from translucent acrylic 

Available in 7 light di�used translucent colors

 Ivory  Red  Blue
 2146  2283  2051

 White  Yellow  Purple  Green
 2447  2037  2287  2030
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